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Abstract

Unmanned aerial vehicles are utilized for missions ranging from wildlife surveillance to delivery 

of commercial goods. Previous research at the Alaska Center for Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration 

(ACUASI) at the University of Alaska Fairbanks has focused on the monitoring of different species of 

wildlife, and some of this research was conducted utilizing multirotors. This work presents an 

introductory investigation and analysis of the acoustic noise generated by a single 15-inch rotor and 

applies this noise model to multiple rotors on a multirotor. The rotor is analyzed utilizing semi-empirical 

calculations and this work presents the process to continue acoustic analysis through simulation and 

analytical computation. Although this work studies, specifically, the 1555MR propeller designed by 

Advanced Precision Composites Propellers, the semi-empirical equations can be applied to other rotor 

designs. By investigating the analytical process, this work also presents a potential route through theory to 

identify the sound produced by these multirotors. The flow solution requires computational fluid 

dynamics software to output the flow on and around the rotors; this output can then be used for the 

analysis of noise. The total noise generated in stable hover is considered with certain assumptions about 

the blade geometry and aircraft motion.

This work is organized into four chapters that detail the background, motivation, theory, setup, 

methods, results and conclusion. By utilizing this work and the works cited, readers and the researchers at 

ACUASI should understand the theory and be able to reproduce the results herein. With the estimation of 

noise of these multirotors, ACUASI will be able to refine their wildlife monitoring missions to ensure the 

observed animals are less affected by the noise generated by these vehicles.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The dissemination of small unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) to the public has provided a unique 

platform for businesses, researchers, and interested individuals. These systems are often low cost and 

require little technical expertise to fly. Ranging from near-zero to 55 pounds, these aircraft can carry a 

wide array of sensors to perform different missions, from filmmaking to wildlife monitoring.

The outlook for UAS is favorable, the FAA predicts that there will be around 828,000 UAS by the 

end of 2024 and a twofold increase in the need for remote pilot operators by then as well [1]. With this 

prediction, the uses and number of users of unmanned systems will grow. As these aircraft permeate 

our daily lives, it is important to investigate the impact they may have on individuals they encounter 

and others nearby. One area of UAS study that has not had much focus is that of the noise generated 

by these small aircraft. All aircraft create noise; some of that noise comes from the propulsion system 

and some from the flow of air over the aircraft surfaces. This aircraft noise then propagates to an 

observer on the ground who responds favorably or unfavorably to the noise. In the case of this work, 

the observer location used for semi-empirical analysis was directly below the aircraft, simplifying the 

analysis and representing the estimated noise generated that wildlife below the aircraft would hear 

from a multirotor.

There are benefits and drawbacks to both fixed wing and rotorcraft platforms; the multirotor has 

become a favorable platform for small UAS due to its capability to take off and land vertically with 

heavy loads, while the drawback usually is short flight times [2]. Multirotors are rotorcraft that have 

more than two lifting devices. Often on small UAS, these lifting devices are electric motors with 

propellers. As these propellers move through the air, the interactions around the blade create noise. 

This thesis work is aimed at the characterization of this noise.

Brentner and Farassat's [3] specify that total rotor noise is a result of discrete-frequency and 

broadband aerodynamic noise, whose deterministic components radiate in three typical radiation 
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directions: broadband and loading noise propagate downwards, thickness and high-speed impulsive 

noise propagate along the plane of the rotor, and blade vortex interaction noise propagates downward 

at an angle, as shown in Figure 1. Noted that some of the broadband noise is attributed to the 

turbulence ingestion noise, trailing-edge noise, blade-wake-interaction noise, and nondeterministic 

loading noise.

Figure 1. Typical directions of primary radiation for various rotor noise sources. Reproduced from
[3].

This work focuses on the broadband noise, noise resulting from fluid interactions on and around 

the rotor. Broadband noise can be semi-empirically calculated by making some assumptions in the 

flow field and can provide decent results as summarized by Pegg [4]. The broadband noise can also be 

estimated through the use of computational fluid dynamics by using the output of flow simulations. 

The two methods are considered in this work to provide insight towards the formulation of the total 

noise that a multirotor produces.

Discrete-frequency noise, attributed to noise generated by the periodic rotation of the blades, can 

be divided into loading, thickness, and high-speed impulsive noise; the first two are commonly 

referred to as rotational noise and the third is due to transonic flows near the tip of the rotor. Loading 

noise is attributed to the force on the fluid generated by the moving rotor surface and thickness noise is 
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attributed to the displacement of the fluid in the flow field by the rotor. The discrete-frequency noise 

has been a large focus of computational work in predicting rotorcraft noise since the publication of 

Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings' “Sound Generalization by Turbulence and Surfaces in Arbitrary 

Motion” in 1969 [5]. A summary of the previous work on broadband and discrete-frequency noise in 

the field is given by Brentner and Farrassat's [3], [6] “Helicopter Noise Prediction: The current status 

and future direction” and “Modeling aerodynamically generated sound of helicopter rotors”.

Building on previous work, this thesis on multirotor noise sources investigates both the broadband 

and the discrete-frequency noise on the rotors but only presents estimations on the broadband 

contribution to the total noise. The work details the application of current computational fluid 

dynamics software as a tool to determine the total noise through the future use of PSU-WOPWOP, a 

numerical code that calculates the rotor noise observed at specified observer locations.

1.2 Motivation for Research

This work investigates one of the many assets that ACUASI utilizes to conduct research, the DJI 

S1000. The DJI S1000 is an octocopter with a flight time of 15 minutes while carrying a payload 

capacity of about 21 pounds. This multirotor was used to research marine wildlife and it was found 

that the noise of the aircraft interfered with the animals that were being monitored [7]. Due to the noise 

interference, the data collected on the wildlife might have been affected by the presence of the aircraft. 

In future studies, ACUASI would like to understand the sources of noise on their assets to minimize 

the effect that the unmanned system has on its surroundings. The use of UAS for wildlife research is 

increasing as operational and logistical challenges for UAS operations are overcome, reducing overall 

mission costs [8]. This was the source of motivation for this work. It is hoped that this preliminary 

investigation into the noise produced by one of their aircraft will be used to further refine their mission 

plans to collect accurate data. This work also provides an introduction and method for ACUASI to 

develop their own studies into the noise that their assets produce in flight.
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In order to understand the noise levels that the S1000 and other multirotors produce, this research 

focuses on the generation of the sound due to the turbulent portions of the flow produced by rotors. 

Specifically, this work analyzes the flow and acoustic calculations related to the DJI S1000 in hover 

with an observer located below the aircraft. Chapter 2 details the theory behind acoustic modeling, the 

setup of the flow calculations in software, and the setup for semi-empirical acoustic modeling. Chapter 

3 details the estimated results and expected results of the flow and acoustic calculations. These 

experiments attempt to gain an understanding of the noise that these multirotors make near observed 

wildlife from the perspective of the animal. Finally, chapter 4 summarizes the work and provides ideas 

for future continuation of this work and potential areas of interest for future researchers.
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Chapter 2 Setup and Methods

This research focuses specifically on the APC Propeller 1555MR rotor. This rotor is similar to the 

rotors utilized by ACUASI on the DJI S1000; the performance data and blade geometry have been 

provided by APC Propellers. To provide an impact on ACUASI operations, this work presents a semi- 

empirical method for quick estimation of multirotor noise in hover and further develops potential paths 

for acoustic analysis using computational fluid dynamics simulation and PSU-WOPWOP. To provide 

deeper acoustic insight, SOLIDWORKS® Flow Simulation was used to calculate the pressure acting 

on the surface of the propeller as it moves through the air. The setup for further acoustic analysis using 

the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation within PSU-WOPWOP is also mentioned. Section 2.1 

investigates the theory and previous modeling techniques for rotors, section 2.2 and 2.3 detail the setup 

and procedure for determining the semi-empirical estimation for broadband sound and the setup within 

SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation for flow solutions around the rotor to be used in PSU-WOPWOP, 

and section 2.4 introduces the PSU-WOPWOP noise prediction method and the strategy to determine 

the total noise produced by different multirotor UAVs.

2.1 History, Theory and Application

In the 1930's, Gutin [9] first theorized that propeller noise could be predicted, and postulated that 

the loading and thickness noises were generated by separate mechanisms. This theory was applied to 

propellers in fixed wing aircraft until helicopter designs developed sufficiently to where the dominant 

external source of noise for a helicopter became that of the noise generated by its rotors [6]. In 1969, 

Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings [5] generalized the Lighthill's acoustic analogy [10] to produce the 

Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FWH) equation shown in Equation (1). This is the FWH equation in its 

most common partial differential form when the data surface coincides with a solid surface which, in 

this case, is the surface of the rotor.
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In which the wave operator, □2, is defined as V2, where c is the speed of sound, V2

is the three-dimensional Laplacian; the bar above the wave operator, the Laplacian, and the partial 

differential symbol is used to denote generalized differentiation. Also on the left-hand side, p' is the 

acoustic pressure, p -p0, where p0 is the atmospheric pressure; Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings 

regarded this as the gauge pressure. In the first term on the right-hand side, p0 is the density of air in 

an unperturbed medium, vn is the local velocity of the body in the direction normal to the surface, 

where at the surface of the rotor f= 0, and δ(f) is the Dirac delta function. This first term models the 

noise generated by the displacement of fluid as the body passes and is commonly known as the 

thickness noise source. The second term is commonly known as the loading noise source term, where 

∆Pij is the gauge pressure defined as (p — p0)δij when the fluid is inviscid. nj is the outward unit 

normal vector at a point on the surface. This second term is the noise that results from unsteady motion 

due to the force distribution on the body surface. The first two terms are acting on the surface, while 

the third term is acting throughout the volume that is separate from the surface shown by H(f), the 

Heaviside function. Tij is the Lighthill stress tensor [10], which plays a key role in the generation of 

sound and is written similar to the Reynolds momentum equation. The third term in the FWH equation 

is the quadrupole source of noise and is used to predict high-speed impulsive noise; this term is often 

neglected if the flow field is not transonic or supersonic due to the difficulty in computationally 

determining an accurate flow field exterior to the surface of the rotor. As computational fluid dynamics 

models increase in fidelity, this third term can be more often accounted for. In this case, considering 

only the first two terms of the FWH equation, the information required to solve for the loading and 

thickness noise are: the pressure on the rotor surface, the velocity of the surface, and the geometry of 

the surface. The pressure can be calculated through the use of computational fluid dynamics software 

and the velocity and geometry of the rotor are usually given; the accuracy of the acoustic output 

depends on the fidelity of the flow solution.
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2.2 Semi-Empirical Estimation of Noise

Due to the complex nature of computationally determining the flow solution of a rotor and 

applying that solution using the FWH equation within PSU-WOPWOP, an estimation of the noise was 

done in parallel to provide insight to the potential noise from the rotor. The use of semi-empirical noise 

prediction methods allows for quick and easy computations to provide preliminary acoustic 

information for a wide range of rotor scenarios. The procedure developed for this estimation is based 

on “A Summary and Evaluation of Semi-Empirical Methods for the Prediction of Helicopter Rotor 

Noise” [4]. The use of this semi-empirical method comes with limitations and assumptions that are 

detailed in the following sections. Below, Pegg's diagram of noise components identify the various 

sources of noise from a rotor.

Figure 2. Block diagram of various noise components. Reproduced from [4].

2.2.1 Application of Semi-Empirical Noise Estimation

The application of the semi-empirical noise estimation allows this thesis to contribute to the field 

by providing a succinct procedure to be used by researchers at the University of Alaska Fairbanks 

attempting to monitor wildlife. An ACUASI researcher in the field would follow the flow diagram 

below to determine the estimated noise generated.
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Figure 3. Flow diagram of the noise estimation procedure to be used by ACUASI.

For this analysis, some limitations apply due to the nature of multirotor design. Where a helicopter 

has a single main rotor and a tail rotor, a multirotor could have any number of rotors and no tail rotors. 

These semi-empirical equations were developed by considering helicopters as the vehicle of study; 

therefore, consideration must be taken in the application of Pegg's [4] summarized semi-empirical 

equations. To limit some sources of error in assumptions, the location of the observer in this work is 

328 feet (100 meters) directly below the aircraft. This distinction allows for the neglect of certain 

periodic noise types such as the thickness noise; it has been shown that the thickness noise can go to 

zero directly below a rotor shown in Figure 4 [11], where the red-orange cone represents thickness and 

high-speed impulsive noise, the green cone represents blade vortex interaction noise and the blue cone 

represents loading and broadband noise. The multirotor positioned above the wildlife is assumed to be 

in a steady hover, limiting blade vortex and interaction noise, allowing each rotor to be analyzed 

individually and summed together as separate incoherent noise sources.
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Figure 4. Rotor source noise directivity. Reproduced from [11].

The data given by APC Propellers indicates the rotor performance at different RPM and incoming 

air speed; from 2000-15,000 RPM and 0-128 MPH. The information provided on rotor performance 

details the advance ratio, efficiency, thrust coefficient, power coefficient, power in units of 

horsepower, torque in units of inch-pound-force, and thrust in units of pound-force of the specific 

rotor. Since this analysis considers the aircraft in hover, only the data related to the rotor in hover are 

considered. Since the tip speed is low, not spinning at transonic speeds, from 2000-10,000 RPM and 

the aircraft is in hover in these scenarios, high-speed impulsive, thickness noise, and blade-vortex- 

interaction noise are not considered. For RPMs greater than 10,000 certain changes must be made to 

the semi-empirical equations to account for the potentially transonic flows.

2.2.2 Broadband Noise

To estimate the broadband sound generated by the APC 1555MR rotor, the computation procedure 

focuses on the works by Lowson [12], Hubbard [13], Schlegel [14], and Munch [15]. Because 

broadband noise is comprised of a complex interaction of different noise sources, the general 

computation summarized by Pegg, outputs the one-third-octave band sound pressure level for all 

broadband components, which is then combined to create an estimate overall sound pressure level 

(OASPL). The required equations and computational steps are as follows.
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1. Firstly, Eq. (2) is used to compute the peak broadband noise frequency with the English

system of units. In Eq. (2), fp is the peak frequency, T is the total thrust of the rotor in 

pounds-force, and Vτ is the rotor tip speed in feet per second.

2. Then, use the listed information in Table 1 to identify the closest center frequency with a

1
standard - octave band.3

1
3. Compute the - octave band sound pressure levels with Eq. (3), where c0 is the speed of sound 

at sea level standard conditions in feet per second, Ab is the total blade area of the rotor in 

square feet, θl is the angle between the negative thrust axis and line from the hub to the

1
observer in degrees, and S1 can be found using the center frequency and for each - octave

3 3

sound level subtracting the amount in Table 2 with the center frequency being reduced by 

seven and a half decibels, and f(CL) for most rotorcraft with Cl ≤ 0.48 is calculated per Eq.

(4) where C1 is the average blade lift coefficient.

1
4. Finally, combine these - octave bands to ascertain the overall sound pressure level in dB for 

the specific configuration [4].

An example of this computation can be found in the results section and in the appendix.
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Table 1. The center frequency band definitions used to determine S1. Reproduced from [4].
3

1
Table 2. The S1 values used to determine the 1/3 octave broadband noise levels. Reproduced from [4].

3 3

2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics Estimation of Flow Solution and Broadband Noise

SOLIDWORKS is the computational fluid dynamics software used to determine the flow solutions 

around the rotor during hover. The computational model is shown below in the figure. The following 

sections detail the geometry and flow simulation considerations in attempting to analyze the complex 

flows around the surface of the rotor.
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Figure 5. The computational model of the APC Propeller rotor.

2.3.1 Rotor Model

The geometry for the 1555MR rotor was provided by APC Propellers in the form of blade sections 

from the hub to the tip, this defined the location, pitch, sweep, thickness and airfoil along the span of 

the blade. Using these section geometries and hub dimensions, a solid model was produced to replicate 

the rotor, an image of that process is shown below in Figure 6. The near hub geometry was designed 

using proprietary techniques and was replicated by following the suggestion by APC Propellers to loft 

the final airfoil to an oval at the center of the hub whose dimensions were given by APC Propellers.

Figure 6. Section model of the APC 1555MR rotor.
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2.3.2 Flow Simulation

Within SOLIDWORKS, there are add-ins that allow for different simulation scenarios;

SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation was used for this work. A step-by-step of the simulation setup can 

be found in the appendix; the general settings to set up the flow simulations are as follows and the 

numeric values used are calculated numbers, which may contain many significant figures. The 

simulation analysis is set to external analysis, excluding internal spaces and cavities without flow 

conditions. Gravity is present along the rotational axis with a value of -32.1850394 feet per second 

squared. There is a local averaging rotational region that is used to specify the selected revolutions per 

minute for each 1,000 RPM between 2,000 RPM and 15,000 RPM. The fluid used is air, selected from 

the list of gasses available; this air is analyzed as both laminar and turbulent. The wall conditions at the 

surface of the rotor are selected to be adiabatic with no roughness. The initial and ambient conditions 

used were the default values of temperature, pressure and turbulence; with values of 68.09 degrees 

Fahrenheit, 2116.21658 pounds-force per square foot for ambient pressure, a 0.1% turbulence intensity 

and a turbulence length of 0.000583333333 feet. Also in the initial conditions selection, pressure 

potential was selected to be analyzed.

The computational domain of the simulations extends from the origin outwards 3.75 feet in each 

direction along the three axes creating a cubed boundary for the mesh to be generated. In this analysis, 

the rotor is enclosed in a region that defines the rotation; this rotating region extends 0.23 inches above 

and 0.48 inches below the centerline with a diameter of 15 inches. The rotating region is given a 

selected angular rotation in revolutions per minute. This rotating region is enclosed by a local mesh 

definition to allow a denser mesh at the solid-fluid boundary. An image of the computational 

boundary, the local mesh region, the rotating region and the rotor are shown below in Figure 7. The 

grey cube represents the boundary of the simulation and is where the global mesh settings apply. The 

green cylinder with red highlighted edges represents the local mesh region. The inner blue cylinder is 

the rotating region, surrounding the rotor shown in grey. Finally, the coordinate axes are shown as dark 
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green arrows with the Y-axis pointing upwards. The specific global and local mesh settings for each 

simulation can be found in the appendix. With the geometry of the rotor, the boundary conditions set, 

the atmospheric constants established, and the mesh generated, the two simulations run at different 

intervals of revolutions per minute to determine, for each RPM, the total thrust produced in units of 

pounds-force and the pressure load distribution at different points along the surface in pounds-force 

per square feet.

Figure 7. The SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation setup with the computational boundary, the local mesh, 
the rotating region, and the rotor.
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2.3.3 Broadband Noise in SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation

With the setup and solution of the flow simulation detailed above, SOLIDWORKS also has the 

option to calculate values for acoustic power level in dB and acoustic power in pounds-force per 

square-foot-seconds, It does this through the use of Proudman's formulae and the work done

by Sarkar and Hussaini in the “Computation of the sound generated by isotropic turbulence” [16][17].

This option was not investigated in this work but is included as further work can be done to compare 

the near field acoustic output to other methods.

2.4 PSU-WOPWOP Noise Prediction

Further analysis of noise generated by the 1555MR APC rotor would now be done in PSU- 

WOPWOP using the flow solutions found previously through SOLIDWORKS flow simulation. The 

output required from the computational fluid dynamics software is the geometry of the rotor in a grid 

format, the velocity of the rotor, and the surface pressures at each point on the grid. PSU-WOPWOP 

ingests the information along with initial conditions and outputs the noise generated [18].
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Chapter 3 Results

3.1 Estimation Results

This work only presents the numerical flow simulation results, whereas the methods of the 

research can be taken further to complete the acoustic analysis. The completion of such work requires 

time to translate the output of the computational fluid dynamics software for input into PSU- 

WOPWOP. With this introductory investigation into rotor aeroacoustics, the author plans to continue 

research in this field.

3.1.1 Semi-Empirical Output

The procedure developed for the estimation of noise uses the equations summarized by Pegg [4], 

which are still relevant at the time of this publication. These equations were used to estimate the noise 

of one rotor, then the noise from each individual rotor were summed together to output the sound 

pressure level of a multirotor; an example calculation using the semi-empirical equations with an 

aircraft altitude of 328 feet and an observer directly below can be found in the appendix. The sound 

generated from a single 1555MR rotor at 328 feet versus its RPM is shown in blue squares in Figure 8. 

Also in Figure 8, the sound levels for the 1555MR propeller on a quadcopter, a hexacopter, and an 

octocopter are shown for each RPM in yellow circles, green diamonds, and red triangles, respectively. 

At a speed of 7000 RPM, an octocopter similar to the S1000 used by ACUASI is estimated to generate 

an OASPL of 55.411 dB directly above an observer 328 feet below. This procedure was used to 

simplify the necessary calculations, allowing for a near-instant estimate of noise. This does not account 

for the interactions between the rotors.

The limited output capability of the equations used led to general sound estimates for ACUASI 

multirotors. With the MATLAB script of semi-empirical equations, a researcher can quickly input the 

planned location of the aircraft with respect to the observer throughout a mission and estimate the 

sound heard by the wildlife to minimize the acoustic impact of the aircraft.
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Figure 8. The sound generated by differing number of rotors and rotor RPM at 328 feet directly below 
the rotor(s).

3.1.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics Output

The two SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulations were run at intervals of 1000 RPM, ranging from

2,000 to 15,000 RPM, and produced values for the pressure acting on the surface of the blade and the 

properties of the fluid in the near field. A meshing analysis to refine the simulation was not performed, 

but changes in the mesh setup between the two simulations, whose details can be found in the 

appendix, give insight to the effects of certain input parameters. The values for thrust are shown in the 

following table with the RPM on the left and the force of thrust in pounds-force on the right.
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Table 3. The thrust values from APC Propellers and the two simulations at different rotor speeds.

RPM APC 
Thrust

Simulation
1 Thrust

Simulation
2 Thrust

2000 0.613 0.554 0.476
3000 1.38 1.213 1.054
4000 2.461 1.970 1.909
5000 3.881 2.359 2.968
6000 5.653 3.768 4.631
7000 7.790 4.405 6.053
8000 10.321 6.421 7.519
9000 13.190 7.329 9.321
10000 16.486 9.529 11.387
11000 20.258 24.933 14.541
12000 24.662 27.989 20.804
13000 30.426 28.308 24.155
14000 35.543 32.262 33.614
15000 39.626 45.700 35.370

To compare, in the following figure the theoretical thrust provided by APC Propellers for the 

1555MR rotor is shown in red circles, the output of the first simulation produced thrust values shown 

in blue squares, and the second simulation produced thrust values shown in green triangles. These 

values initially are similar until the simulated values lag the theoretical thrust provided by APC 

Propellers, this could be due to a mesh that is too coarse in the simulation. The first simulation utilized 

different mesh settings compared to the second simulation which resulted in a jump in the thrust values 

when the flow in the near field reached transonic speeds. This jump in values is present in the second 

simulation but is less pronounced. With the thrust values in simulation similar to the ideal thrust 

predicted, a meshing analysis could be done to identify the ideal setup method for small rotor 

geometries to be used in future simulations.
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Figure 9. Thrust produced by simulation compared to provided theoretical thrust.

The figure below shows the two mirrored points ahead of the leading edge of the rotor. These two 

points are in the same location along the span and should theoretically have the same fluid properties 

at steady state. At 10,000 RPM and smaller, the dynamic pressure value difference between the two 

points is within at most 0.628% of each other, when the fluid reaches transonic speeds the variance in 

the values increases to a maximum of 2.031%. With the discrepancy at transonic speeds, the author has 

chosen to omit the results of the simulations for RPMs between 10,000 and 15,000. While property 

values between the two points are not identical, the minimal variance between the values in the sonic 

region demonstrate that similar flow is developed; this similarity is desired as theoretically, when the 

flow is fully developed, the two points should have the same property values due to the symmetry of 

their respective locations to the rotor.
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Figure 10. The two mirrored points ahead of the leading edges of the rotor.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions

4.1 Summary of Thesis

As the uses and number of users of unmanned aircraft systems grows, the field must consider the 

impact they may have on individuals nearby. In this thesis, an introductory investigation towards a 

method of estimating the approximate noise generated by a multirotor was performed and through the 

use of semi-empirical equations established by Pegg [4] a simple procedure was developed. This work 

also investigated the use of commercial CFD software SOLIDWORKS and the potential coupling of 

SOLIDWORKS and PSU-WOPWOP for further investigation of rotor noise.

The simplifications and assumptions made in the development of the estimation code using semi- 

empirical equations limit the application of noise estimation to multirotors in hover with observer 

positions underneath the rotor, this location limits the potential sources of noise. As an introductory 

investigation to the noise generated by small UAS, the author provides future researchers the 

background, resources, methodology, procedure, and results of his investigations.

4.2 Recommendations & Future Work

As this work primarily focused on the estimation of multirotor noise, there are further analyses to 

be done. The utilization of semi-empirical methods to quickly estimate noise generation has limitations 

and assumptions, further expanding the application of established semi-empirical equations can lead to 

equally rapid estimation codes for a larger array of situations.

The second method utilizing SOLIDWORKS simulation has room for further investigation. By 

conducting simulations to compare the flow solutions from classical scenarios and experimental data, 

one can determine the accuracy of the SOLIDWORKS flow solution and create a procedure to analyze 

differing rotor designs. The flow solution output can also be further parsed for ingestion into PSU- 

WOPWOP which can be used to estimate noise generated. Further refinement of the simulation would 

also benefit the results of the PSU-WOPWOP software. A comparison between SOLIDWORKS' 
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internal near field noise prediction code and the near field output from PSU-WOPWOP could also 

shed light on potentially differing sources of noise due to the different approaches to noise calculation.

With the noise generated from PSU-WOPWOP an investigation and comparison between the 

output of the semi-empirical equations and the SOLIDWORKS PSU-WOPWOP coupling can be 

made, determining the efficacy of the semi-empirical methods. If experimental noise data are available 

for certain rotors, both the semi-empirical and simulation methods of noise estimation can be 

benchmarked; allowing for new semi-empirical models to be developed and tested. With new semi- 

empirical methods, UAS users can quickly and accurately predict the noise their aircraft will create 

and use that information to minimize the effect of their aircraft to observers.

Being the first type of research of this kind at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, this 

investigation sets forth potential paths of exploration for future students and researchers and provides 

the author with future routes in aeroacoustical analysis of small rotorcraft designs.
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Appendix A. Semi-Empirical Estimation

This appendix contains an example for the MATLAB code used to run the semi-empirical 

calculations for noise estimates based on the geometry and performance of the APC 1555MR rotor. 

This code is the replication of Pegg's semi-empirical equations and has is limited to scenarios in which 

the aircraft is in hover and the observer location is below the aircraft. This specific example considers 

an octocopter at an altitude of 328 feet directly above an observer.

The initializing file contains the data for the 1555MR propeller publicly available from APC 

Propellers. The code then prompts the user for the distance to the observer in feet and the number of 

rotors on the multirotor. It then translates the user inputs and calculates and plots the OASPL as a 

function of RPM. In this case the initializing file only calls the Broadband.m equation file. The 

following information contains the code, the input, and the output.

Code:

APC1555MR.m 
%APC1555MR Semi-Empirical Noise Estimation
%Computations taken from A summary and evaluation of semi-empirical 
%methods for the prediction of helicopter rotor noise by Robert %Pegg Code. 
Written by Brian Holst for his Masters Thesis at the %University of Alaska 
Fairbanks Updated: 4/5/2021
%APC Data (only the first row of each RPM to consider hover condition only)
%States the RPM, average blade lift coefficient, and rotor thrust in lbf
APC_1555MR_Data = [2000, 0.0951, 0.613;3000, 0.0951,

1.38;4000, 0.0954, 2.461;5000, 0.0963, 3.881;6000, 0.0974,
5.653;7000, 0.0986, 7.79;8000, 0.1, 10.321;9000, 0.101, 
13.19;10000, 0.1022, 16.486;11000, 0.1038,
20.258;12000, 0.1062, 24.662;13000, 0.1116,
30.426;14000, 0.1124, 35.543;15000, 0.1092, 39.626];

%Ask for the desired distance to observer in feet and number of rotors 
prompt = {'Enter aircaft altitude above observer in feet:','Enter number of 
rotors:','Enter horizontal distance from aircraft to observer in feet'};
dlgtitle = 'APC1555MR Noise Estimate Input';
definput = {'328','1','0'};
dims = [1 50];
user_input = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitle,dims,definput,1);
%Determine the location of the observer using the user input data
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if str2num(user_input{3}) == 0 %directly below the rotor case
b = 90 %angle from rotor plane to observer in degrees
obs_d = str2num(user_input{1})

else %all other cases
b = atand(str2num(user_input{1})/str2num(user_input{3})) %angle from 

rotor plane to observer
obs_d = str2num(user_input{3})/cosd(b)

end
%Edit for cases other than this specific condition of only broadband
SPLvsRPM = zeros(14,1);%Calculate the SPL for a single rotor
for i = 1:1:14

SPLvsRPM(i) =
Broadband(APC_1555MR_Data(i,1),APC_1555MR_Data(i,2),APC_1555MR_Data(i,3),ob 
s_d,b);
end
SPL_RPM_n = zeros(14,str2num(user_input{2})); %Calculate the SPL for n 
number of rotors
for j = 1:1:str2num(user_input{2})

for i = 1:1:14
SPL_RPM_n(i,j) = 10*log10(j*10^(SPLvsRPM(i)∕10));

end
end
disp(SPLvsRPM) %used to double check single rotor estimation output 
disp(SPL_RPM_n)
plot(APC_1555MR_Data(:,1),SPL_RPM_n(:,str2num(user_input{2})))

Broadband.m
%Computations taken from A summary and evaluation of semi-empirical 
%methods for the prediction of helicopter rotor noise by Robert %Pegg Code. 
Written by Brian Holst for his Masters Thesis at the %University of Alaska 
Fairbanks Updated: 4/5/2021
function [OASPL] = Broadband(N,C_L,T,r,b)
format shortG
%Input
R = 0.625; %rotor radius, ft
p = 2116.21658; %pressure, lbf∕ft^2
t = 68.09; %temperature, f
A_b = pi*R^2; %total blade area of the rotor, ft^2
V_T = 2*R*pi*(N∕60); %rotor tip speed, ft∕sec
theta_l = 90-b; %angle between negative thrust axis and line from hub to 
observer, deg
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c_0 = 1125.9; %speed of sound at sea level standard conditions, ft/sec 
%Band definitions
BCF = [1.0/32,-29;1.0/16,-24.5;1.0/8,-19.5;1.0/4,-15.3;1.0/2,-11.7;1.0,- 
7.5;2.0,-11.5;4.0,-12.1;8.0,-16.5;16.0,-17.0;32.0,-21.8;64.0,-26.4;128.0,- 
30.0];
Octave_Bands_1_3 = 
[11.2,14.1,12.5;14.1,17.8,16;17.8,22.4,20;22.4,28.2,25;28.2,35.5,31.5;35.5, 
44.7,40;44.7,56.2,50;56.2,70.8,63;70.8,89.1,80;89.1,112,100;112,141,125;141 
,178,160;178,224,200;224,282,250;282,355,315;355,447,400;447,562,500;562,70 
8,630;708,891,800;891,1122,1000;1122,1413,1250;1413,1778,1600;1778,2239,200 
0;2239,2818,2500;2818,3548,3150;3548,4467,4000;4467,5623,5000;5623,7079,630 
0;7079,8913,8000;8913,11220,10000;11220,14130,12500;14130,17780,16000;17780 
,22390,20000];
%Calculation
f_p = -240*log10(T)+0.746*V_T+786;
for i = 1:1:32

if (Octave_Bands_1_3(i,1) <= f_p) && (f_p < Octave_Bands_1_3(i,2))
C_f = Octave_Bands_1_3(i,3);

end
end
Octave_Center_frequencies = zeros(13,3); %prepopulate the matrix
SPL_1_3_intermediate =
20*log10((V_T/c_0)^3)+10*log10(A_b/rA2)*(cos(theta_l).A2+0.1)+10*log10(C_L/ 
0.4)+130;
for i = 1:13

Octave_Center_Frequencies(i,1) = BCF(i)*C_f;
Octave_Center_Frequencies(i,2) = BCF(i,2);%see figure for S_1/3
Octave_Center_Frequencies(i,3) = BCF(i,2)+SPL_1_3_intermediate;
SPL i(i) = 10^(Octave Center Frequencies(i,3)∕10);

end
OASPL = 1O*log1O(sum(SPL_i));
End
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Input:

Figure 11. MATLAB user input dialog.

Output:

Figure 12. MATLAB OASPL output for eight rotors in dB vs RPM.
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Appendix B. SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation

This appendix contains the steps followed to create the two SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulations run, 

including the input parameters used and the output for each simulation. The geometry of the 1555MR 

propeller is proprietary to APC Propellers and is not included in the input parameters but can be 

requested from the company. As previously described in section 2.3.2 the general settings primarily 

utilized the suggested parameters and calculated numbers, but the two simulations differed in their 

mesh generation. This step-by-step setup follows the setup for the second flow simulation, the settings 

for the first simulation can be found at the end of this appendix. The steps are as follows, beginning 

with the general setup of the flow simulation followed by the steps to create the differing meshing 

regions and running the simulation parametrically.

1. Begin with the solid rotor shown in Figure 5 by lofting airfoil section geometries, this process 

is shown in Figure 6. Create a cylinder around the rotor to be used as the rotating region and 

set it to transparent for ease of identification. This rotating region extends 0.23 inches above 

and 0.48 inches below the centerline with a diameter of 15 inches shown in figure 13.

Figure 13. The rotating region surrounding the rotor.

2. Activate the SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation Add-in and select the setup wizard option to 

begin to setup the parametric study. In the first window of the setup wizard, name your project 

and select new configuration. Proceed to the next window.
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3. In the Unit System menu of the setup wizard, select the FPS (ft-lb-s) unit system and change

the angular velocity parameter to use RPM shown in the figure below. Proceed to the next

window.

Figure 14. The second page of the setup wizard for unit system selection.

4. In the next menu, set the analysis type to external, excluding internal spaces and cavities 

without flow conditions. Set gravity along the rotational axis with a value of -32.1850394 feet 

per second squared, in this simulation that was the Y-axis. Select Rotation and set it to local 

region averaging. Proceed to the next window.
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Figure 15. Selecting the analysis type in the simulation setup wizard.

5. In the default fluid selection page, select air from the list of predefined gases and add it to the 

project fluids. Double check that the flow type is set to both laminar and turbulent flow.

Proceed to the next screen and verify the wall conditions are set to adiabatic with no

roughness. Proceed to the final window in the setup wizard.

Figure 16. Selecting the fluid type in the simulation setup wizard.
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6. In the initial and ambient conditions screen use the default values of temperature, pressure and 

turbulence; with values of 68.09 degrees Fahrenheit, 2116.21658 pounds-force per square foot 

for ambient pressure, a 0.1% turbulence intensity and a turbulence length of 0.000583333333 

feet. Also in the initial conditions selection, selected pressure potential to be analyzed. Select 

finish to create the new project.

Figure 17. The final screen of the setup wizard for initial and ambient conditions.

7. In the project tree, right click the computational domain to edit its definition and change the 

boundaries to extend 3.75 feet in all axes. Then right click on the rotating regions tab in the 

project tree to insert a new rotating region and select the previously created cylinder encasing 

the rotor, provide this rotating region with an RPM.
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Figure 18. The project tree, the computational domain menu, and the rotating region menu.

8. To set the mesh settings, right click on the global mesh tab and edit its definition to manual. 

Set the basic mesh to subdivide each axis into 50 channels, set the level of refining fluid cells 

to one and the level of refinement at the solid-fluid boundary also set to one. For the local 

mesh, right click the mesh tab in the project tree and insert a local mesh, select cylindrical and 

set its dimensions to enclose the rotor with a radius of 0.75 feet and extending 0.25 feet above 

and below the centerline, do not select channels, advanced refinement, nor close thin slots. 

This resulted in 1,500,541 fluid cells and 9,861 fluid cells contacting solids.
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Figure 19. The global mesh and local mesh menu.

9. With the mesh generated the next step is to select the desired goals of the simulation. In this 

simulation the thrust in the Y-axis was selected and the fluid properties at two points were 

goals set by right clicking the goals tab and editing the definition. The first point goal had the 

coordinates of -0.05 feet from the x-axis, 0 feet on the y-axis, and 0.5 feet in the z-axis, 

resulting in a point just ahead of the leading edge of the rotor. The second point goal was 

ahead of the opposite blade in a symmetrical location with the coordinates of 0.05 feet from 

the x-axis, 0 feet on the y-axis, and -0.5 feet in the z-axis. Figure 10 shows the location of 

these points relative to the rotor.

10. The final step is to setup the parametric study and run the simulation. Right click the 

parametric studies tab and insert a new study. Under input variables, add parameters and add 
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Figure 20. The parametric study menu.

The settings for the first simulation are as follows. The global mesh was set using the suggested 

automatic number of channels for each axis which was set to a level three initial mesh with a ratio 

factor of one. There was a cylindrical local mesh that enclosed the rotor with a radius of one foot and 

extending a half foot above and below the centerline. The level for refining fluid cells and refining 

fluid cells at the solid-fluid boundary is set to one. The characteristic number of cells across a channel 

is set to 10 and the maximum channel refining level is set to four. Advanced refinement is selected, 

and the small solid feature refinement level is set to one, the curvature level is set to zero with the 

curvature criterion set to 0.50536051 radians, and the tolerance level is set to one with the tolerance 

criterion set to 0.0138790924 feet. This resulted in 555,270 fluid cells and 16,306 fluid cells contacting 

solids.
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angular velocity to the rotating region, set discrete values of variation with the desired RPM. 

In the output parameters tab verify the goals are present. Finally, under the scenario tab select 

run and the various simulations will individually start and compute, this may take time. Upon 

completion of all the RPM values, a goals tab appears with the flow solutions for export.


